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My computer turns on but only
shows the bios logo then goes
black. The HDD light blinks and a
power of mouse pointer shows
up when the power button is
pressed. I'm trying to repair the
computer by following this
tutorial: and when I press the
power button to turn on the
computer it boots into Windows.
This could be a few different
things. It's hard to tell without
actually seeing the computer.You
can try to boot into a recovery
console. There is usually a
keyboard combination to get into
a recovery console on a Dell. You
can use the article I linked to.
You could try to reset the BIOS. If
you are able to get into the BIOS
you can try to either disable or
reset the CMOS.Let us know what
happens. Battery High? I have a
Dell Inspiron 9400 laptop that
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was working fine yesterday (both
battery and AC plug) and all of a
sudden, today the battery's
charging level appears as being
above 100%, and the charging
controller is flashing red. It
appears to be a problem with the
charging source - the power has
an intermittent drop, with only a
few seconds of AC power
intermittently plugged into the
laptop battery (about 0.5% of the
time). I haven't tried testing it on
battery, since I was afraid that if
it was in battery mode, the
charger might not work properly,
but I did try the AC plug, and that
doesn't seem to be the problem.
If I unplug the AC plug, then
charge it all the way to 100%,
and then switch it back to AC, it
will work fine, so it appears to be
something with the power source
itself. Drivers I have a retail copy
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of Windows 7 Home Premium 64
bit and need to install the
following drivers:PNY GeForce
GTS250 512 MB (Windows XP,
Windows Vista) Any help?
A:GTS250 driver I have done
some research and ran into a
dead end. I have one last resort
that I want to try. I am on a
TeamViewer session right now
and can provide you with all of
the screen shots that you will
need as well as access to the
machine if you want to help. The
issue:I started my Toshiba a520
about a month ago.I used a new
brand of hard disk drives I found
online (I
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Manual, Data-book, 5-year
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Laser printer cartridge resetÂ .
ML-2855ND Laser Printer with

Wireless And USB TF Card
Reader. Cartridge reset Chip,

Alsacerml-2851nd-reset-chip (,
Samsung, ML-2851ND). 1pc.
Working fromâ€¦Â . Refill and

reset lasers and trays for
Samsung ML-2850nd, ML-2855nd
and. If you try and use the non-

genuine refill, you will
damage.Users wanting to log into

their accounts have been
advised to phone their banks to
confirm their log-in information.

Sky customers have been unable
to log into their accounts since

the morning, while customers on
Virgin Media and TalkTalk

customers have been hit with
problems in trying to log-in. It is
unclear how long the problems
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will last, although the banks warn
of possible lengthy queues. The
problem came to light when Sky

customer Roderick at Mount
Street in Belfast emailed Belfast
Live after he said he had been

unable to log-in since the
morning. He said he contacted
his bank to find out what the

problem was after being unable
to access the site. "I phoned this
morning the bank, they said that
Sky were closed due to technical
difficulties," he said. "I just got to
Virgin, it's the same. I can't get
into my account at all. I tried to

log on before 8am." The problem
came just as the potential for a

Government green paper on
competition law to be published
was starting to make headlines.

Both Sky and Virgin Media
operate under the ownership of

Rupert Murdoch's News
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International, but there is no
suggestion that the problems are

linked. The Department of
Culture, Arts and Leisure, which
is in charge of the broadband

subsidy scheme, has been
flooded with phone calls from
customers struggling to get

access to the login system and
had started contacting banks to
ask them what was happening.
"The Department has contacted

the largest incumbent provider of
broadband to ensure that their
network is operating normally

and the Department is in contact
with the broadband service

provider to monitor the situation
and ensure that such a thing

does not occur again," a
spokesman said. Customers
affected by the downtime

included families relying on the
broadband service to download
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video content for a great range
of activities including the X

Factor and family parties. Ian
McKerlie, from BBC NI, said that

the "incident" would be "c
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you must use the reset chip. This
chip is supplied in the original
box for the printer. This reset

chip is easy to apply if you know
how to take it out of the box and
how to apply it. Take the chip out
of the original box. Remove the
cardboard cover (the one that is

attached to the printer) and
theÂ . look for the reset chip.

Push the chip into the back of the
printer. Find the reset chip (it will
be near the metal slot) and push
it into the metal slot. Please note
that the chip is silver in color and

when you push it into the slot,
you need to ensure that the

metal is flat and parallel with the
flat surface of the chip. When the

reset chip is pushed into the
metal slot, an LED will light up
and the printer will reset itself.
When this is done, remove the
reset chip. If the printer is not
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reset, you must reset it again.
You can reset the chip again by
pushing the chip into the metal
slot and closing the cover. After
it is reset, the LED will turn off
and you can continue using the
printer. Free Shipping On Orders

Over $50. Toner Cartridge
Product Description Format:

Compatible for: Samsung
ML-2850, ML-2851 Series. The
reset chip has 4 pins: reset,

grounded. pin 1-black, pin 2-blue
(has no effect on reset), pin

3-green, pin 4-white. This chip
was tested and is fit for purpose.
However, we always recommend

testing the reset chip before
using it, if you are unsure. This

chip is fit for use with the
following model number:

ML-2850, ML-2851 Series - Toner
Cartridge In The Box: Package
Contents : 1 x Reset Chip 1 x
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User Manual Related Samsung
ML-2850D / ML-2851ND After

Sales Service & Support
Samsung ML-2850D / ML-2851ND
After Sales Service & Support If

you have any technical problems
with your Samsung ML-2850D /
ML-2851ND printer, then we are

here to help. First, call our
customer support team for

immediate help. You can call us
onÂ . Using the manufacturer's
reset chip is the surest way to

reset your printer if it
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